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Interested to meet one of us? Drop an
email to: rehabdogs@spca.org.sg today!



HDB APPROVED by
project adore

anakin
Breed: Singapore Special

Age: 1 Yr  6 mths
sex: male sterilised

About Me

I am a very affectionate, active and

playful dog. I warm up to people

quickly and absolutely adore playing

with toys, including ones that the

humans have put away and are a

little challenging to reach. I love

walks and would make a great

walking or hiking companion. While I

enjoy playing with familiar dogs, I

am not comfortable around dogs I

have never met and am still learning

how to be calm around them. 

Picking up tricks and basic skills is a piece of cake for me. I am highly intelligent, driven,

and very food-motivated during training sessions. I enjoy learning new behaviours and

have been building a strong foundation for entering a crate or vehicle voluntarily. My ideal

match would be a loving family who can constantly give me the cuddles I deserve, while

being consistent in continuing with my training plan.
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asahi
Breed: Singapore Special

Age: 1 Yr 8 mths
sex: male sterilised

About me

I often turn heads due to my handsome

looks! As a good communicator, my habit

of circling and announcing when I am

about to poop is especially useful in

knowing when I need to potty. I am

intelligent and can pick up new behaviours

quickly during training. I also enjoy walks

and the company of familiar handlers.

Given the chance, I can become an ideal

companion of a family! I will do well in a

dedicated household that is willing to

continue with my rewards-based behaviour

modification work. 

I love playing with soft toys and food enrichment puzzles, but may become overprotective

over my valued resources. I am still learning to be comfortable with sharing my favourite

items, but am otherwise friendly with other dogs and warm up to unfamiliar people fairly

easily. I am also currently learning to be more confident in exploring new environments,

especially enclosed spaces such as buildings, vehicles and lifts. I enjoy the freedom of

running about in open spaces with dogs and people I am familiar with.
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leia
Breed: Singapore Special

Age: 9 mths
sex: female sterilised

About Me

I am an amiable, playful, and curious dog

that warms up to new people and other

dogs quickly. Intelligent and food-

motivated, I am most enthusiastic when

training and pick up new skills easily.

Besides “sit”, “down” and “paw”, the latest

in my training repertoire includes “high 10”

and simple body conditioning exercises

such as weight shifting on a raised

platform. I also derive joy from playing with

soft toys and any game that involves food.

When I find an interesting toy, I can self-

entertain for a long while. My easygoing

personality and urge to explore mean I am

open to trying new things.

I am still finding my confidence when going on walks, as I get spooked by strangers

approaching and sudden loud noises. Currently, I am making great progress by walking with

another familiar dog. I am also learning to enjoy riding inside a vehicle. I would do great in

an active and committed household that can cater to my energy requirements and continue

my learning journey through rewards-based training.
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roger
Breed: Singapore Special

Age: 8 Yrs 
sex: male sterilised

About me

I am affectionately known as “Uncle

Roger”. If you do not know me, I may

appear to be nonchalant at first due to my

calm demeanour. However, once I warm up

to people, I show my delight upon seeing

them by “dancing” with my entire body! I

am grass-trained and enjoy my walks very

much.

I truly embody the saying – “Old dogs can

learn new tricks!” Proficient in skills such

as “sit” and “down”, I am also good at recall

and cooperative care activities such as

lying on my side to be examined and

wearing a muzzle. I am very food-

motivated.

Even though I have difficulty interacting with other dogs, I am friendly with new people.

During moments of solitude, I can often be found resting on my cushioned dog bed. My

laidback nature makes me an ideal companion for anyone willing to welcome me into your

heart and home.
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